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Introducing The Great Pyramid Of Sydney
By Angela Cuming
The Sun-Herald
http://www.smh.com.au/news
4th September 2005

Drive like an Egyptian ... an artist's impression of the pyramid
on the M7, which is expected to be finished in April 2006.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A 25-metre high dirt pyramid will mark the Liverpool interchange of the Westlink M7. Exclusive plans revealed by
Roads Minister Joe Tripodi show how the grass-covered pyramid will become a landmark in Sydney's south-west.
The pyramid will be capped in a red peak and will be lit up at night by a blue light.
Compacted soil collected during construction of the M7 - which is being built under a joint venture between Abigroup
and Leighton Holdings - will be used for the pyramid.
"The design is a world first, using about 100,000 tonnes of soil from the area," Mr Tripodi said. "It will become a local
landmark and a reference point for people travelling in western Sydney. "We know people use the Crossroads as a
guide but soon everyone will be using the pyramid instead.
"It will look spectacular all lit up at night." (Note: The blue light with the red apex is very significant in Ancient
Egyptian Masonic lore - Love For Life)
The Westlink M7 is a 40-kilometre road that will link three motorways - the M5 at Prestons, the M4 at Eastern Creek
and the M2 at Baulkham Hills.
The Eastern Creek interchange is a 23-metre high jumble of roads next to the old Wonderland site. It has been named
the Light Horse interchange in honour of the infantry brigade that trained at the site before going off to war. A 55metre light tower will rise through the middle of the interchange. There will be about 2000 red bollards in among
bands of green native plants in the median strips on the approach to the interchange, which is a nod to the regimental
colours of the Light Horse Brigade.
Work on the M7 is ahead of schedule; it is expected to open next April. The $1.5 billion motorway will have two lanes
in each direction. The lanes will be divided by a wide tract of land that has been left to accommodate future possible
public transport routes. The M7 will replace the Cumberland Highway as the National Highway route through Sydney.

"The Liverpool interchange is the junction of the motorways connecting Sydney with the Southern
Highlands, Canberra and Victoria,"
Mr Tripodi said. It will bypass 48 sets of traffic lights and a cycleway will run along the whole route. Seventeen
interchanges along the motorway will provide access to Liverpool, Fairfield, Blacktown and Baulkham Hills. It would
slash travel time from Liverpool to Pennant Hills to just 30 minutes, Mr Tripodi said.
There will be one catch to the motorway, though - the cost. Drivers will have to cough up 29.25 cents per kilometre
they travel, but the cost is capped after 20 kilometres.
Link to this article: http://www.smh.com.au/news/national/introducing-the-great-pyramid-ofsydney/2005/09/03/1125302782089.html or
https://www.smh.com.au/national/introducing-the-great-pyramid-of-sydney-20050904-gdm04h.html

Google Map of M7/M5 Pyramid: http://maps.google.com.au/maps?client=firefox-a&hl=en&q=g&ie=UTF8&ll=-33...

The M7/M5 Interchange - A Pyramid Within A Pyramid
That's Shaped Like The Eiffel Tower And An Obelisk

Please Listen To This Podcast:
PART TWENTY FOUR - 23RD OCTOBER 2009: ARTHUR CRISTIAN INTERVIEWED BY GIORGIO REPETI "WHAT IS
REALITY" - TODAY'S SUBJECT: "STATUTORY BODIES AND THEIR TIES TO THE NWO (NEW WORLD ORDER)" - 1 HOUR
15 MINUTES
This interview touches on the rise of the New World language of English in the 1700s, the time when the majority of
the population began to learn how to read and write, and how the New World language connects back to the Norman
Conquests (11th century), the Magna Carta and the Bill of Rights. The Normans were Vikings who were the
descending bloodlines of Canaan, one of the thirteen lost tribes of Israel, in truth one of the thirteen black magic
sects/cults of Ancient Egypt.
The serfs and commoners were conned into moving into the cities to man the factories of the industrial age, away
from the land where they could be self sufficient and the "middle class" was allowed to rise, conning the serfs into
believing the "work hard and your dreams of freedom in civilisation will come true" myth.
As a carrot to the commoners (serfs, slaves, renters, goi/goy), the new growing middle classes of Europe were set up
to be "allowed" to seek their freedom in the New Lands when the reality was that they were being used to set up the
infrastructure that would allow the implementation of the civilisation of Ancient Egypt (of commerce) to conquer yet
another land and its people. Also discussed is the Triumvirate; the three crowns of the British Royal Empire
(representing all the Royal Houses/Families of Europe), the Roman Catholic Church (the Jesuits - the Society of
[Ignatius de] Loyola) and the New Crown of Sion/Zion (the tallest mountain of Israel) "The Law" to arise in Israel (IS
RA EL). These are to be the three powers of "The Crown" (The Triumvirate) that make up the New World Order.
Video: Australian Nwo Illuminati Symbols - 4 Minutes 52 Seconds - Think the New World Order isn't in Australia?
Wrong! Look at their logos! Almost everywhere there is a board - a think tank - an "authority" they almost always
have the Eye or the Pyramid of the Illuminati. What do YOU think?...

The Triumvirate Of God, The Trinity Of God And Their Images Found In Architecture
The Triumvirate 1: The Royal Family divinely appointed by God, 2: The High Priest-Hoods divinely appointed by God,
3: The Rule Of Law divinely appointed by God. And who is there God? Please read on......
Once you start looking for the architectural symbols of Ancient Egypt, they stand out - the pyramids and obelisks are
everywhere, reminding us that we are still in Ancient Egypt under the thumb of the High Priests.

All these photos below are taken from the excellent Forum Website "Truth Movement Australia.com": M7
Pyramid: http://www.truthmovementaustralia.com.au/forum/viewtopic.php?f=3&t=1078&...
The first monument in Australia was a traffic sign in Sydney which is Masonic

Yes they love there Obelisk's, symbolic of the "PENIS".
No wonder we have so many Dick Heads running government, puppets to the elites.

Down in the Sydney botanical gardens is another pyramid

In North Sydney is a baby pyramid in the old St Leonards cemetery

St Thomas Rest Park, Crows Nest, Sydney

Video: Open Your Mind - Illuminati Symbolism - 5 Minutes 31 Seconds - THE NEW WORLD ORDER IS HERE - If you
have 5 minutes to spare then this is well worth watching. Discover the Illuminati symbolism that is in front of our
noses every day. The Illuminati operate their evil agenda by using secret societies like Skull & Bones, The
Freemasons, Bohemian Grove, The Trilateral Commission and The Bilderberg Group. The Illuminati have big influence
and control over the mainstream media, political parties, governments, religions, banking and big business. These
people use secret societies to carry out their satanic agenda for a New World Order - a totalitarian, Orwellian police
state that is controlled by unelected criminally-minded bureaucrats. Yes it sounds deep, yes it sounds crazy, but it's
happening right now and it'll keep on happening... unless we do something about it NOW while we've still got the
chance!

IS = ISIS
RA = RA
EL = Elohim/Saturn/Satan/Horus
Isis, Ra and El are three of the thirteen black magic sects/cults of Ancient Egypt.
Israel represents The Crown (The Head) of the BEAST OF THE APOCALYPSE which is now the "Western World
Civilisation Of Commerce" consuming/destroying almost all of Earth.
ISIS, RA, EL represent the Three Crowns (The Triumvirate) while Sacred Geometry/Geometry, Mathematics and
Read and Write Alphabet Languages represent THE HOLY TRINITY OF God, (The Abomination Of God), God being
Satan, Lucifer, Moloch, Baal, Ahriman, Zeus, Jesus and Horus amongst many other names The Establishment have
given to their spiritual master (THE LORD), source of all their inspiration and their leader who divinely appointed them
(The Triumvirate).
Many other podcasts and video of interviews with Arthur Cristian touching on this subject (and others) can be found
here: http://loveforlife.com.au/content/30/09/22/listen-latest-arthur-cristian... - As of the 24th October 2009 they
are all listed at the bottom of this article. For those who want to learn about the true matrix, what it really is and how
to step out of it, please listen to these podcasts and video.

Sydney Hyde Park Obelisk - Facing Bathurst Street and Hyde Park,
one of the interesting features of the obelisk
is the sphinx heads around the base

Click here to view an enlarges photo of this obelisk

Video: NWO OWL Symbol In Federation Square Melbourne Victoria 2012 - 6 Minutes 43 Seconds - Please observe
carefully as the
The Federation Square , NEW WORLD ORDER OWL, is partially revealed. (Hidden in plain sight) - (The Federation
Square building may be a symbol of an owl or a dragon or a serpent with trains running underneath it) Flinders
Street, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. In my opinion the symbol of the owl or dragon in flight is incorporated into the
architecture of the Federation Square building as seen from a top view. This video is my first attempt to describe the
head of the symbolic owl or dragon from the ground view using Windows Movie Maker. Please note: I can appreciate
that it may be difficult for some people to see the symbolic owl or dragon head in this video. Thank you for watching.

Video: New World Order Spinning Pyramid: Left Eye Of An Owl. 2012 - 9 Seconds - New World Order at Federation
Square, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. Why is it so? In my opinion here is a symbolic illuminated left eye of a powerful
owl. The powerful owl's symbolic eye is spinning and winking at you as you enter the symbolic beak of the owl and
enter the Atrium at Federation Square, Flinders Street, Melbourne Australia. Here the owl's eye is symbolised by the
illuminated pyramid symbol, the same as used by the Illuminati and freemasons to usher in the new world order. Here
the pyramid symbolises one of the two eyes of the powerful owl and is cleverly incorporated into the geometric shape
of the Federation Square building. Here the powerful owl's eye and the owl itself symbolises the occult hidden
knowledge of the powerful elite money masters because symbolically the powerful owl can see in the dark and preys
on rodents. The top half of the pyramid that is lit up symbolises the hidden knowledge of the powerful elite who are
using the power of darkness to usher in the new world order.

M7 / M5 Pyramid
By Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
14th May 2009
Over the past three years or so, driving to and fro dealing with many sessions in the NSW Supreme Court, we have
watched this M7 pyramid being built. It represents Ancient Egypt's establishment bloodline families gateway into their

new home in the Southern Highlands. We have written about this many times. Here is an extract from one of our
latest postings in the Love For Life website:
Let's Choose Real Freedom - The Only Remedy To The Incarceration of Free Men & Women by Arthur & Fiona Cristian
28th April 2009: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6511
What the Establishment did to Byron Bay to destroy the spirit of freedom blossoming from the 60's/70's is what we
must do to the secret enclave they are setting up here in the Southern Highlands. The last thing they want is a tribe
of conscious living men and women on their doorstep. They believe that this is their promised land (Australia, "The
Lucky Country"). This is their primary New World Order haven from Europe and America (set for self-implosion),
nestled between Sydney and Canberra, with Canberra set to become the Establishment head office overseeing their
cashless-commercialised New World Order.
When we were first inspired to move here, four years ago, we hardly saw a helicopter and the only low-flying planes
we ever saw were the local sightseeing and joy flights. A couple of years ago, the local airstrip at Mittagong was
extensively upgraded with at least six new hangars being built and now it is common for us to see helicopters and to
hear many light planes and small jets going over late at night. There are also, of course, private airstrips and helipads
that we haven't a clue about because they are on the private estates of the very wealthy. Many big global players
have been spotted here by locals. They are obviously bypassing customs when they land from overseas to reconnect
with small aircraft and helicopters.

PARLIAMENT HOUSE CANBERRA

For more information about this subject please read this article:

A Girl Talks To The Birds
By Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
11th October 2009
http://loveforlife.com.au/content/09/10/12/girl-talks-birds-arthur-fiona...

Video: THE OCCULT HISTORY OF CANBERRA - 6 Minutes 20 Seconds - A COMPARISON IN SYMBOLISM BETWEEN
AUSTRALIA AND AMERICA
Video: The Geomancy Of Canberra, Australia And The Exmouth HAARP Array
Pine Gap, Australia Satanic Ley Lines - 12 Minutes 32 Seconds - This video looks at the Exmouth, Australia HAARP
array as a geomantic sighting device.

CANBERRA'S DESIGN
Extracted from the article:
SCIENTOLOGY COMMUNITY SERVICE PAGE
WELCOME TO
A Concise History of Canberra
Link: http://www.scientology-canberra.org.au/canberracityhistory.html
Canberra's design is a mysterious designed based on pyramidal shapes.

Basically there are four pyramids, each built upon the other. There is the upper pyramid that has its base in front of
Old Parliament House. Then there is an extended pyramid which is what is termed the Parliamentary Precinct,
accommodating the High Court of Australia, and other government identities, Next is the larger and more obvious
large pyramid base that runs from London Circuit over to the US memorial column.

At the apex of the pyramid is the double ring, possibly symbolic of inner and outer knowledge. The diagram above by
Marion Griffin was the winning entry to the Canberra design competition held by the Federal government. (The above
diagram was submitted my Marion on its north-south axis.) Parliament then is situated as an all-seeing-eye.
The arial photograph below shows clearly the inner and outer rings of the eye, as well as the slightly raised pyramidal
structure of Parliament House under construction. The pyramidal structure rises out of Capital Hill.
The Canberra eye is a traditional eye of providence design, more famous on the American one-dollar bill. It has been
used in art for many hundreds of years. The eye of providence is simply the all-seeing eye of God. Similar earlier eye
symbology dates back thousands of years to the Egyptian eye of Horus (also the eye of Ra), used as a talisman to
ward off evil and bring good fortune. In Buddhism, the same symbology is the eye of the World. As is traditional with
an eye of providence design, the Canberra eye is surrounded by a small pyramid. And as in the US dollar bill, that
small pyramid is situated over a larger pyramid.
Pyramids are found in Egypt, Peru and Central America and are said to align universal energies and promote positive
growth.

Parliament House on Capital Hill follows the original shape envisioned by Griffin. Today lawn has filled up most of the
raised slopes, playing down its now pyramidal shape. Over the top of the building is a huge metal pyramid frame, with
a central flagpole. The flagpole points down (as though like an energy conductor) from its apex to a small glass
pyramid skylight below.
For those who like mysteries, the historic symbolism of Canberra is worth looking at.
There is more information to be gleamed from this article: Link: http://www.scientologycanberra.org.au/canberracityhistory.html

Video: Freemasons In Perth, Western Australia. Infiltration Of The Police And Parliament. - 1 Minute 46 Seconds - 7
News, Perth Western Australia, Journo, Gary Adshead, flexes his 'investigative' muscle by scoping out the Western
Australian Masonic Lodges and its members. "State Premiers" and "Senior Police" are Freemasons. So... which oath
are these dagger-wielding occultists of "charitable works" upholding? The oath to serve the People or the oath to
serve "Lucifer" (Morals and Dogma; Pike)? Can a man serve two masters, and who wants our servants keeping
"secrets" about theft, corruption, treason and murder? It's YOUR corporation Aussie shareholders. Choose your
directors v-e-r-y carefully,... if you feel you must. But before you do, you best get busy learning the laws the
lawmakers are making, especially section 48 of the W.A. Criminal Code. Search Youtube for "Labyrinth of Truth" and
un-learn the labyrinth of lies we've been sold. It's your future they're playing with.

Look For The Signs - They Tell You Everything - Can You Hear The Message?
All these photos below are taken from the excellent Forum Website "Truth Movement Australia.com": M7
Pyramid: http://www.truthmovementaustralia.com.au/forum/viewtopic.php?f=3&t=1078&...

Is it road to recovery or road to nowhere
= Slavery, Tyranny with a nice RFID chip
and a yummy vaccine.

The Government loves Pagan signs and symbols.
Those who reside in NSW (could be nation wide as I think it's a federal thing)
may have noticed the "Roads To Recovery" signs,
looks very much like a pyramid with a big Sun.

Why are the Emu & Kangaroo wrapped in chains? This is located at the Sydney General Post Office Martin
Place - Looks like it is symbolic of the Crown owning us. Maybe Australia never escaped its convict past.
All the major cities in Australia have Hermetic symbolism (Evolved From Ancient Egypt) in every street of
the City Business District (of Commerce). It's everywhere once you know what to look for & where to

look. When you are in the city next, look up above street level they sometimes have a story to tell.

Driving Past The M7/M5 Interchange Pyramid - Who Is Watching You Now? - Have You Noticed Or Are
You Deep Asleep?-

The Secret Plan of Canberra
Masonic Architecture of Australia's Capital
By Peter Proudfoot - 1994
118 x A4 Page PDF
While still in University, this youth took note of the fact that the Australian states were federating into a continental
nation and then and there decided to enter the competition for its capital city, for to his logical mind it seemed
obvious that since there was not as yet an established profession of landscape architecture, the choice of such an
architect could only be made through a competition.
For ten years he watched the architectural publications and then sure enough, there was an announcement before his
eyes. Owing to busy practice in 14 states, the months slipped by and nothing was done about it, though doubtless the
matter was brewing within, till finally, his wife, performing that valuable function of the Xantippes of the world, flew
into a rage and told him that if he didn't start on the design that day she wouldn't do a stroke of drafting on the thing.
The design was begun that day and after nine weeks of driving work, towards midnight of a cold winter night, the box
of drawings, too long to go into a taxi, was rushed with the doors open and the men without coats — no time to go up
16 stories to get them — across the city to the last train that could meet the last boat for Australia, the imperturbable
Mr Griffin himself the only one not quite frantic by this time because to his mind if Australia was serious about the
matter of their Federal Capital they wouldn't let the moment of arrival of the plans be the determining factor in their
choice and, to his land planning mind they couldn't but be serious in such a matter.
A year later the cable came that Walter Burley Griffin had won the prize. His words on receiving the message were —
'And then I shan't be able to see a plan better than mine'. (Marion Mahony Griffin, 'Canberra — its designer and its
plan', The Federal Battle Magic of America pp 434-35)
In 1913, a year after winning the Canberra competition, Walter Burley Griffin declared: I have planned a city not like
any other city in the world. I have planned an ideal city.
Griffin's exposition in the initial Canberra plan — an ideal city — is generally regarded as a synthesis of the City
Beautiful and Garden City movements which dominated town planning in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. In the City Beautiful model, derived from elements of baroque vista planning, architecture is set in
sweeping piazzas and parkland penetrates the city centre. In the Garden City model, based on principles derived from
Ebenezer Howard's Garden Cities of Tomorrow (1901), houses on individual blocks in suburban areas further away
from the centre are dominated by landscaping. In Canberra the parliamentary triangle reveals influences from the
1901 modifications to the plan for Washington DC and the 1893 Chicago Columbian Exposition, which espoused the
Beaux Arts baroque style; and less formal 'picturesque' principles applied to its suburban areas connect Canberra with
English garden-towns such as Letchworth and Port Sunlight. Walter and Marion Griffin's formal
parliamentary triangle reinforced the City Beautiful ideals while the informality of the Lake Park was strongly aligned
to the 'picturesque'.

The Secret Plan of Canberra By Peter Proudfoot - Masonic Architecture of Australia's Capital - 1994

THE FOUR PYRAMIDS OF THE NEW PARLIAMENT HOUSE CANBERRA
By Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
24th October 2009
'The four New World Order pyramids of Canberra's Parliament House, each built upon the other appear to represent
(no specific order) 1: The City Of London within greater London (The NWO Royal Family - The Crown), 2: Papal City
within Rome (The NWO High Priesthood - The Crown), 3: City Of Columbia within Washington DC (NWO
Administrative Center For Commerce - The President), 4: City of Sion/Zion Of Israel (The NWO Rule Of Law - The
Crown). These cities are independent entities, nothing to do with the countries they are situated in.
Canberra's upper pyramid has its base in front of Old Parliament House with an extended pyramid termed the
Parliamentary Precinct (The NWO Precinct), accommodating the High Court of Australia, and other government
identities (Sion/Zion, Israel's Rule Of Law). Next is the larger and more obvious large pyramid base that runs a circuit

from Rome (The High Priesthood) across to London (The Royal Family) and over to the US memorial column (Center
Of Commerce City Of Columbia).
At the apex of the Canberra pyramid is the double ring, declaring the location of the NWO Head Office/Government
overseeing all operations of Ancient Egypt's Civilisation Of Commerce. It is the center of ALL inner and outer NWO
knowledge.
The arial photograph reveals the inner and outer rings of the NWO eye (The All Seeing Eye) of the BEAST OF THE
APOCALYPSE (HORUS). Do these rings represent the earth (inner ring) with their universe encircling it (outer ring),
just as the eye represents their man-made knowledge superimposing itself on the information of creation as it pours
out of their universe-i-ties (tying their universe/version of reality to you and I). Also seen is the slightly raised
pyramidal structure of Parliament House under construction. The pyramidal structure rises out of Capital Hill (HORUS).
Does this not show clearly that Canberra is the planned New Head Office of the NWO?

The Canberra eye of HORUS is the traditional Ancient Egyptian All Seeing Eye of providence, the all-seeing eye of God
(HORUS = SATAN). The All Seeing Eye is the eye of the World (The NWO). The Canberra eye of Horus is just like a
Russian doll, pyramids within pyramids as noticed in the US dollar bill where a pyramid is situated over a pyramid.

Video: NWO Has Australia In Their Pocket - 10 Minutes 52 Seconds - SWINE FLU VACCINE WEAPON OF MASS
DESTRUCTION - Now being released onto people by forced vaccinations - every Country has been 'Conned' by the
NWO, WHO, UN, CFR, CDC Rockefeller, DeRothschild Bankers to accept their INTERNATIONAL HEALTH REGULATIONS
and committees have been set up according to their dictates, They have been given the power by our Gov' to come in
and take over our health depts' and instruct with FEMA our police force to round up people and detain them. IF

THERE'S ANY MORE FLU SICKNESS, IT WILL COME FROM THE WHO BIO WEAPON VACCINES being forced into people.
The Australian Government purchased 21 million doses of swine flu vaccine as partners in this CRIME AGAINST
HUMANITY being planned by the WHO CFR, UN. A FALSE report pushed by the CORRUPT MEDIA that some 160
Australians have died from swine flu, however these figures are spurious, the truth is; they had all been stricken with
other serious health problems. In 2004, 3080 Australian men and women died from influenza and mass vaccinations
were not an issue, but far less this year gave died, SO WHERE'S THE PANDEMIC? Federal Health Department officials
are not answering over 30,000 complaints about vaccines "WHY?" - and are not issuing any truthful response to
questions about the safety of the swine flu vaccines that have been rushed into production. They ALSO apparently
don't want to talk about Baxter Pharmaceuticals' 'accidental' contamination of 72kg of vaccine material in February
with live bird flu virus.

ANCIENT EGYPT'S ORDER OUT OF CHAOS
All lies wear thin because no lie can ever be as perfect as a truth. The civilisations of the Establishment are a lie so the
Establishment have to keep adapting and adapting and adapting them as recorded across the ages. From Ancient
Egypt, to Sumeria, to Phoenicia, to Hebrew/Babylon/Israel, Persia, Mu, and onwards through many, many civilisations
of commerce as they came and went, all civilisations of Commerce are Apocalyptic By Design; Chinese,
Indian/Sanskrit, Minoa/Greek, Roman, Aztec, Mayan, Incan, etc, etc, and so will die the lie that is the Western World
Civilisation of commerce.
The Establishment creates both the chaos and the remedy to preserve the lie of their civilisation of commerce. To
maintain their power and control they must preserve the lie at all costs and this is why they provide the order (the
remedy) to the chaos of their making. The Establishment has its representatives working both sides of the pendulum,
on one side the bad guys, and on the other side the good guys.
All the wars we are (and were) experiencing - Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, WW1, WW2, etc, - are to prepare us to accept
the New World Order that will be presented as the remedy (the order) to our problems (chaos). All wars are based on
commerce, even though we are led to believe that they are caused by race, religious, "cultural" differences or the
breakdown of "agreements". Remedies to war are always based on commerce too. It is only our belief in ownership of
land, houses, things, etc, that has us place commercial value on things to the extent that we will fight over them. If
we did not believe in ownership, we would place no commercial value on things and the civilisation of commerce
would have no hold on us anymore. The Establishment are determined to not let that happen. To go more deeply into
this subject and to explore the remedy we have on offer please read: A Girl Talks To The Birds by Arthur & Fiona
Cristian - Love For Life - 11th October 2009: http://loveforlife.com.au/content/09/10/12/girl-talks-birds-arthurfiona...

One Of The Ancient Egyptian Gods (one of the thirteen black magic sects/cults) is called SETH, the God Of Chaos. Like
the other gods of Ancient Egypt, Seth is not really a God but one of the constructs (ideas/feelings/information) of
Ancient Egyptian civilization, representing the Establishment engineered chaos that is there to have us all look for a

remedy that will also be provided by the Establishment. Canberra represents the order out of the chaos that the New
World Order promises to provide.
All gods of ancient times were the ideas and feelings the powers that be wanted their people to focus on so they could
put their energy/power of creation into these ideas and feelings to create the physical/material and mental forms of
these images. All these gods coming together, felt and thought by their believers, formed the physical, material and
mental infrastructure (the information) of all civilisations of commerce. By accepting the constructs and ideas of the
civilisations as their own, the believers gave their power away to those who they permitted to tell them how to think,
feel and act. Just like today, the civilisations of Ancient Egypt allow some men and women to place themselves on a
higher standing than others, to be "more equal" than others.
The Trinity Of God and the Triumvirate of God represent the feelings and thoughts that all together form the image
(the information) of the Western World Civilisation of commerce. This image is now dying, the lie is wearing thin, and
the establishment are working very hard to introduce another version of this lie based on commerce. Do we continue
to believe in SETH or do we all just completely walk away from this fairytale and return to reality???? I have chosen
the latter, which one will you choose?

THE MASONIC DESIGN OF SION/ZION ISRAEL
THE TALLEST MOUNTAIN OF IS-RA-EL "THE RULE OF LAW"
New Israeli Supreme Court Building In Jerusalem - See a much larger version of this picture 1024x734 by clicking
here

THE MASONIC DESIGN OF ROME - PAPAL CITY

See a much larger version of this picture St Peters Square 907x943 by clicking here

See a tapestry in the Vatican with an all seeing eye 1200x1600 by clicking here
See a tapestry in the Vatican with an enneagram 1200x1600 by clicking here

THE MASONIC DESIGNS OF PARIS

See a much larger version of this picture 581x1058 by clicking here

See a large version of the inside of the Masonic Temple Pannetier Grand Orient in France picture 1399x886 by clicking
here

THE MASONIC DESIGNS OF WASHINGTON DC
THE CITY OF COLUMBUS

Video: Pentagram to Pyramids in the Washington D.C. Map - 2 Minutes 44 Seconds
Video: Washington DC's Pyramids - 7 Minutes 56 Seconds
Video: THE SECRET OF WASHINGTON D.C 2012 - 5 Minutes 34 Seconds
Washington DC Symbols

THE MASONIC DESIGNS OF LONDON

Hyde Park Masonic Symbols - Photos Compliments Of Closer To God.net

See Many Other Masonic Designs Found In London - Compliments by Closer To God.net

See a much larger version of this picture 779x1314 by clicking here

See a large version of the inside of the FreeMasonic Hall In London picture 1291x900 by clicking here

THE MASONIC DESIGN OF BRUSSELS
THE EUROPEAN UNION
THE BRITISH EMPIRE REPRESENTING ALL THE ROYAL HOUSES/FAMILIES
OF EUROPE

THE MASONIC WORLD OF ANCIENT EGYPT IN PRACTICE
THE MADONNA (ISIS - SEMIRAMIS - DIANA - VENUS)
Here is another WHITE LADY - The Black Lady is a White Lady (Thanks
To: http://www.davidicke.com/forum/showthread.php?t=11956&page=1415

Note: If the high priests of Masonry are true to their Ancient Egyptian practices, she (and or he or both) will be
assassinated. The media will say it was an unfortunate accident or they were murdered by a lone nutter or by a
religious terrorist cell etc, etc!!!

MADONNA IN NEW YORK CITY

SEMIRAMIS, QUEEN OF BABYLON by Bryce Self

A Masonic portrayal of George Washington in his Masonic garb.
Who did he really represent?
Who did the first 9 presidents of the United States (Part Of The Founding Fathers) represent?????

Above - Tony Blair and world leaders at a G8 summit, seated around a round table, featuring the Egyptian Pyramid as
its centre piece!
"The world is governed by people far different from those imagined by the public." - Benjamin Disraeli, former British
Prime Minister
The two above photos compliments of: http://www.jonronson.com/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?p=19087

View lots of other Masonic pictures and information here:
The Avenue Of Light
Snippits And Slappits
Freemasonry Watch.org
Video: Invisibly Visible (Identifying Masonic Symbols) - 8 Minutes 29 Seconds
The Biggest Secret Pictures.Online.fr
Some History About Masonic Architecture In Singapore

ANCIENT EGYPTIAN (MASONIC) ARCHITECTURE IN BAGHDAD
THE ANCIENT CITY OF BABYLON - MESOPOTAMIA
ONE OF THE MANY CIVILISATIONS OF COMMERCE

Google Map Of The Streets Of Baghdad

And We Haven't Even Put Up Pictures From All The Other Ancient Egyptian Civilisations Of Commerce
eg, Egypt, Greece And Many Others Located Around The Earth

Masonic Human Sacrifice Alters
The purpose of ALL Ancient Egyptian ritual sacrifices is to form shields between MAN and the memory of who she/he
really is and what he/she is really part of. They also generate the energy the dark-side needs to create its apparitions,
demons and phantoms (like the tears of Madonna & the blood of Jesus) and to maintain MANS levels of fear and
trauma, keeping us locked in the scam that is the fairytale of Ancient Egypt and its civilisations of commerce.

Compliments of: http://illuminatimatrix.wordpress.com/6-origin-of-number-systems

The Eternal Flame Of Ancient Egypt Which Really Is The Eternal Fire Of Hell
These Symbols are found throughout the Western World

Blinded By The Light Of The Man-Made Knowledge Of Ancient Egypt
MAN Becomes Fallen Human Falling Into The Fairytale - The True Matrix Of Hell
That Is The Western World Civilisation Of Commerce
And Remember: All Civilisations Of Commerce Are Apocalyptic By Design
There Are No Winners In Civilisation - Those At The Top Are Destroying Themselves By Their
Arrogance And Their Actions Against Us And Those At The Bottom Are Dying From Fear And
Their Refusal To Take Responsibility For Their Part In The Mess
Please read this article: A Girl Talks To The Birds By Arthur & Fiona Cristian Love For Life 11th
October 2009: http://loveforlife.com.au/content/09/10/12/girl-talks-birds-arthur-fiona...

Video: TRIANGLE SHAPED UFO LANDING US SOLDIER TOUCHES UFO !! AUSTRALIA - 6 Minutes 5 Seconds - God
creates "out of nothing". 296 We believe that God needs no pre-existent thing or any help in order to create, nor is
creation any sort of necessary emanation from the divine substance.144 God creates freely "out of nothing":145 If
God had drawn the world from pre-existent matter, what would be so extraordinary in that? A human artisan makes
from a given material whatever he wants, while God shows his power by starting from nothing to make all he
wants.146 - 297 Scripture bears witness to faith in creation "out of nothing" as a truth full of promise and hope. Thus
the mother of seven sons encourages them for martyrdom: I do not know how you came into being in my womb. It
was not I who gave you life and breath, nor I who set in order the elements within each of you. Therefore the Creator
of the world, who shaped the beginning of man and devised the origin of all things, will in his mercy give life and
breath back to you again, since you now forget yourselves for the sake of his laws. . . Look at the heaven and the
earth and see everything that is in them, and recognize that God did not make them out of things that existed. Thus
also mankind comes into being.147 - 298 Since God could create everything out of nothing, he can also, through the
Holy Spirit, give spiritual life to sinners by creating a pure heart in them,148 and bodily life to the dead through the
Resurrection. God "gives life to the dead and calls into existence the things that do not exist."149 And since God was
able to make light shine in darkness by his Word, he can also give the light of faith to those who do not yet know
him.150 - God creates an ordered and good world - 299 Because God creates through wisdom, his creation is
ordered: "You have arranged all things by measure and number and weight."151 The universe, created in and by the
eternal Word, the "image of the invisible God", is destined for and addressed to man, himself created in the "image of
God" and called to a personal relationship with God.152 Our human understanding, which shares in the light of the
divine intellect, can understand what God tells us by means of his creation, though not without great effort and only in
a spirit of humility and respect before the Creator and his work.153 Because creation comes forth from God's
goodness, it shares in that goodness - "And God saw that it was good. . . very good"154- for God willed creation as a
gift addressed to man, an inheritance destined for and entrusted to him. On many occasions the Church has had to
defend the goodness of creation, including that of the physical world.155 - God transcends creation and is present to
it. 300 God is infinitely greater than all his works: "You have set your glory above the heavens."156 Indeed, God's
"greatness is unsearchable".157 But because he is the free and sovereign Creator, the first cause of all that exists,
God is present to his creatures' inmost being: "In him we live and move and have our being."158 In the words of St.

Augustine, God is "higher than my highest and more inward than my innermost self".159

THE SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS

The Southern Highlands is the heart of the wasp's nest, the root of the cancer which is why we want to create a
community here. We are determined to provide a place for the lost (including the Establishment) to come to learn that
there is an alternative to the hell of the Western World Civilisation Of Commerce and that we can all live in peace and
harmony. Here, we are close to both Sydney and Canberra, within easy reach of around six million people and, if we
are able to break them down here, the spread of their downfall will be like wildfire.
This is not a call for arms but a call for love, of hundreds of us standing together serving each other in a Do No Harm
way of life.

